LAC Focal Outcome Assessment Report - CTE 2016-2017

Subject Area Committee Name : Aviation Maintenance Technology (AMT)
Focal Outcome Being Assessed: Develop and implement a plan for aircraft maintenance action based on
research and understanding of appropriate maintenance and inspection data.
Contact Person:
Name

e-mail

Anders Rasmussen, SAC Chair

anders.rasmussen@pcc.edu

This form is for the initial assessment of a focal outcome.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Refer to the help document for guidance in filling out this report. If this document does not address your question/concern,
contact Wayne Hooke to arrange for coaching assistance.
Please attach all rubrics/assignments/etc. to your report submissions.
Subject Line of Email: Assessment Report Form (or ARF) for <your SAC name> (Example: ARF for NRS)
File name: SACInitials_ARF_2016 (Example: NRS_ARF_2016)
SACs are encouraged to share this report with their LAC coach for feedback before submitting.
Make all submissions to learningassessment@pcc.edu.

Due Dates:
• Planning Sections of LAC Assessment or Reassessment Reports: November 28 t h , 2016
• Completed LAC Assessment or Reassessment Reports: June 16 t h , 2017
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Please Verify This Before Beginning this Report:
This project is not the second stage of the assess/reassess process (if this is a follow-up, re-assessment
project, use the LAC Re-assessment Report Form CTE. Available here).

1. Outcome Chosen for Focal Analysis
1A. How does your field interpret the outcome you are assessing?
This is based on 14 CFR 43.13, a regulation that governs how aviation maintenance technicians perform their work, which states (in
part), that the performer of any work must understand and use current, applicable data, use appropriate tools, and perform the work to
a quality (airworthiness) standard to be acceptable.
1B. If the assessment project relates to any of the following, check all that apply:
Degree/Certificate Outcome – if yes, include here: See above.
PCC Core Outcome – if yes, which one: Professional Competence
Course Outcome – if yes, which one: Identify and apply acceptable methods, techniques and practices during the
assembly and repair of aircraft sheetmetal structures.
Exploratory Outcome – if yes, briefly describe:

2. Project Description
2A. Assessment Context
Check all the applicable items:

Course-based assessment.
Course names and number(s): AMT 212, Sheet Metal
Type of assessment (e.g., essay, exam, speech, project, etc.): Project
Are there course outcomes that align with this aspect of the outcome being investigated?
Yes
No
If yes, include the course outcome(s) from the relevant CCOG(s): Identify and apply acceptable methods, techniques
and practices during the assembly and repair of aircraft sheetmetal structures.
Common/embedded assignment in all relevant course sections. An embedded assignment is one that is already included as
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an element in the course as usually taught. Please attach the activity in an appendix. If the activity cannot be shared, indicate the
type of assignment (e.g., essay, exam, speech, project, etc.):
Common – but not embedded - assignment used in all relevant course sections. Please attach the activity in an appendix.
If the activity cannot be shared, indicate the type of assignment (e.g., essay, exam, speech, project, etc.):
Practicum/Clinical work. Please attach the activity/checklist/etc. in an appendix. If this cannot be shared, indicate the type of
assessment (e.g., supervisor checklist, interview, essay, exam, speech, project, etc.):
External certification exam. Please attach sample questions for the relevant portions of the exam in an appendix (provided
that publically revealing this information will not compromise test security). Also, briefly describe how the results of this exam are
broken down in a way that leads to nuanced information about the aspect of the core outcome that is being investigated.
SAC-created, non-course assessment. Please attach the assessment in an appendix. If the assessment cannot be shared,
indicate the type of assignment (e.g., essay, exam, speech, project, etc.):
Portfolio. Please attach sample instructions/activities/etc. for the relevant portions of the portfolio submission in an appendix.
Briefly describe how the results of this assessment are broken down in a way that leads to nuanced information about the aspect of
the core outcome that is being investigated:
TSA. Please attach the relevant portions of the assessment in an appendix. If the assessment cannot be shared, indicate the
type of assignment (e.g., essay, exam, speech, project, etc.):
Survey
Interview
Other. Please attach the activity/assessment in an appendix. If the activity cannot be shared, please briefly describe it:

In the event publicly sharing your assessment documents will compromise future assessments or uses of the assignment, do not
attach the actual assignment/document. Instead, please give as much detail about the activity as possible in an appendix.
2B. How will you score/measure/quantify student performance?
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Rubric (used when student performance is on a continuum - if available, attach as an appendix – if in development, attach to the
completed report that is submitted in June)
Checklist (used when presence/absence rather than quality is being evaluated - if available, attach as an appendix – if in
development, attach to the completed report that is submitted in June)
Trend Analysis (often used to understand the ways in which students are, and are not, meeting expectations; trend analysis can
complement rubrics and checklist)
Objective Scoring (e.g., Scantron-scored examinations)
Other – briefly describe:
2C. Type of assessment (select one per column)
Quantitative
Qualitative

Direct Assessment
Indirect Assessment

If you selected ‘Indirect Assessment’, please share your rationale:
Qualitative Measures: projec ts that analyze in-depth, n on -num erical data via obse rver im pression rather tha n via q uantitative ana lysis. Genera lly,
qualitati ve m easures are us ed in e xplo rato ry, pil ot proj e cts rather than in tru e assessm ents of student attainm ent. Note that the use of a nu merical
rubric is considered quan titative anal ysis, e ve n if the artifacts under conside ratio n are n ot based o n qua ntitative calculatio ns (e.g. an essay scored
by a rubric counts as qua ntitative in the cont e xt of assessm ent).
Indirect assessm ents (e.g., surve ys, focus groups, etc.) do not use m easures of dire ct student wo rk output. The se types of assessm ents are also not
able to trul y docum ent stude nt attainm ent.

2D. Check any of the following that were used by your SAC to create or select the assessment/scoring
criteria/instruments used in this project:
Committee or subcommittee of the SAC collaborated in its creation
Standardized assessment
Collaboration with external stakeholders (e.g., advisory board, transfer institution/program)
Theoretical Model (e.g., Bloom’s Taxonomy)
Aligned the assessment with standards from a professional body (for example, The American Psychological Association
Undergraduate Guidelines, etc.)
Aligned the benchmark with the Associate’s Degree level expectations of the Degree Qualifications Profile
Aligned the benchmark to within-discipline post-requisite course(s)
Aligned the benchmark to out-of-discipline post-requisite course(s)
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Other (briefly explain:

)

2E. In which quarter will student artifacts (samples of student work) be collected? If student artifacts will be
collected in more than one term, check all that apply.
Fall

Winter

Spring

Other (e.g., if work is collected between terms)

2F. What student group do you want to generalize the results of your assessment to? For example, if you are
assessing performance in a course, the student group you want to generalize to is ‘all students taking this course.’
All students taking this course.
2G. There is no single, recommended assessment strategy. Each SAC is tasked with choosing appropriate
methods for their purposes. Which best describes the purpose of this project?
To measure established outcomes and/or drive programmatic change
To participate in the Multi-State Collaborative for Learning Outcomes Assessment
Preliminary/Exploratory investigation
If you selected ‘Preliminary/Exploratory’ (most often a ‘pilot study’), briefly describe why you opted to do a pilot study, along with your
rationale for selecting your sampling method:
2H. Which will you measure?
the population (all relevant students – e.g., all students enrolled in all currently-offered sections of the course)
a sample (a subset of students)
If you are using a sample, select all of the following that describe your sample/sampling strategy (refer to the Help Guide for
assistance):
Random Sample (student work selected completely randomly from all relevant students)
Systematic Sample (student work selected through an arbitrary pattern, e.g., ‘start at student 7 on the roster and then select
every 5th student following’; repeating this in all relevant course sections)
Stratified Sample (more complex, consult with an LAC coach if you need assistance)
Cluster Sample (students are selected randomly from meaningful, naturally-occurring groupings (e.g., SES, placement exam
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scores, etc.)
Voluntary Response Sample (students submit their work/responses through voluntary submission – e.g., via a survey)
Opportunity/Convenience Sample (only a few instructors are participating in a project taught via multiple sections, so, only
those instructors’ students are included)
The last three options in bolded red have a high risk of introducing bias. If your SAC is using one or more of these sample/sampling
strategies, please share your rationale:
2I. Briefly describe the procedure you will use to select your sample (including a description of the procedures
used to ensure student and instructor anonymity.)
N/A
2J. Follow this link to determine how many artifacts (samples of student work) you should include in your
assessment: http://www.raosoft.com/samplesize.html (see screen shot below).
Start with the number of students you estimate will be enrolled in the course(s) from which you will draw the
sample – that is your “population.” Enter the other numbers as indicated in the screenshot. The sample size
calculator will tell you how many artifacts you need to collect. Enter that number below:
N/A
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3. Project Mechanics
3A. Does your project utilize a rubric for scoring?

Yes

No

If ‘No’, proceed to section B. If ‘Yes’, complete the following:
Which method of ensuring consistent scoring (inter-rater reliability) will your SAC use for this project?
Agreement – the percentage of raters giving each artifact the same/similar score in a norming session; ideally, that will be 75%
agreement or greater.
If you are using agreement, describe your plan for plan for conducting the “norming” or “calibrating” session:
Only one instructor is teaching the course and thus grading the project.
Consensus - all raters score all artifacts and reach agreement on each score
Consistency* – raters’ scores are correlated: this captures relative standing of the performance ratings - but not precise
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agreement. Briefly describe your plan:
Notes: the agreement method is the most frequently used for assessment, but the calculation of inter-rater reliability is also
among the more challenging issues within assessment as a whole. If your SAC is unfamiliar with norming procedures, contact
your assessment coach, or if you don’t know who your coach is, contact LAC Vice Chair Chris Brooks to arrange for coaching help
for your SAC’s norming session.
The consistency method is not generally recommended; see the help guide for details.
3B. Have performance benchmarks been specified?
The fundamental measure in educational assessment is the number of students who complete the work at the expected/required
level. We are calling this SAC-determined performance expectation the ‘benchmark.’
Yes
No
If yes, briefly describe your performance benchmarks, being as specific as possible (if needed, attach as an appendix):
If no, what is the purpose of this assessment? (For example, this assessment will provide information that will lead to developing
benchmarks in the future; or, this assessment will lead to areas for more detailed study; etc.)
To provide information which will lead to identifying benchmarks of adequate understanding of fasteners, proper selection of tools,
and proper installation technique.
3C. The purpose of this assessment is to have SAC-wide evaluation of student work, not to evaluate a particular instructor or
student. Before evaluation, remove student-identifying information (and, when possible remove instructor-identifying information).
Please share your process for ensuring that all identifying information has been removed.
The instructor will supply evaluation grade sheets with names removed. (Appendix B.)
3D. Will you be coding your data/artifacts in order to compare student sub-groups?
If yes, select one of the boxes below:
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student’s total earned hours

previous coursework completed

ethnicity

other

Briefly describe your coding plan and rationale (and if you selected ‘other’, identify the sub-groups you will be coding for):

3E. Ideally, student work is evaluated by both full-time and adjunct faculty, even if students being assessed are
taught by only full-time and/or adjunct faculty. Further, more than one rater is needed to ensure inter-rater
reliability. If you feel only one rater is feasible for your SAC, please explain why: Only one instructor teaches

the course and is the most current subject matter expert for this particular specific area.
Who will be assessing student work for this project? Check all that apply.
PCC Adjunct Faculty within the program/discipline
PCC FT Faculty within the program/discipline
PCC Faculty outside the program/discipline
Program Advisory Board Members
Non-PCC Faculty
External Supervisors
Other:

End of Planning Section – Complete the remainder of this report after your assessment
project is complete.
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Beginning of End-of-Year Reporting Section – complete the following sections after your
assessment project is complete.
4. Changes to the Assessment Plan
Have there been changes to your project since you submitted the planning section of this report?

Yes

No

If so, summarize those changes below:

5. Narrative
Broadly, what did your SAC learn from the assessment of the focal outcome under consideration this year?

The basis for this project was an instructor identifying a challenge he faced in one of his courses. While
the full narrative for this is contained in an appendix following this document, the summary is that a certain
topic in the course was given in a manner which always had felt like an interruption in the flow, leading to
lower student performance and retention; this had the compounded effect of leading to further reduced
performance in several critical class projects, which ties into the identified focal outcome in that students
need to possess a certain level of both knowledge and skill in order to adequately plan out their
maintenance actions/activities.
Out of this assessment project, the instructor and, in turn, the SAC has realized the importance of both
timing of content delivered, as well as the style & method of guidance given to students aiding them in the
completion of their class projects. This will be invaluable as we continuously improve our courses in the
future. Additionally, as we are anticipating the release of Federal Regulations that will significantly change
some of the requirements of what and how we teach Aviation Maintenance, the SAC will be able to utilize
some of the lessons learned as we engage in the process of major curriculum overhaul and [re-]
development.
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6. Results of the Analysis of Assessment Project Data
6A. Quantitative Summary of Sample/Population
How many students were enrolled in all sections of the course(s) you assessed this year? 18
If you did not assess in a course, report the number of students that are in the group you intend to generalize your
results to.

How many students did you actually assess in this project? 18
Did you use a recommended sample size (see the Sample Size Calculator linked to in section 2J)?
No

Yes

If you did not use a recommended sample size in your assessment, briefly explain why:
Evaluated ALL students.

6B. Did your project utilize a rubric for scoring?
Yes
If ‘No’, proceed to section C. If ‘Yes’, complete the following:

No

How was inter-rater reliability assured? (Contact your LAC Coach if you would like help calculating this.)
Agreement – the percentage of raters giving each artifact the same/similar score in a norming session
Consensus - all raters score all artifacts and reach agreement on each score
Consistency – raters’ scores are correlated: this captures relative standing of the performance ratings - but not precise agreement
Inter-rater reliability was not assured.

If you utilized agreement or consistency measures of inter-rater reliability, report the level here:
Only one instructor taught this course and graded the student work.

6C. Brief Summary of Your Results
1. If you used frequencies of benchmark achievement, report those here. For example, “46 students attained or
exceeded the benchmark level in written communication and 15 did not.” If necessary, provide detailed results
in an appendix.
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This project did not use benchmarks.
2. If you used percentages of the total to identify the degree of benchmark attainment in this project, report those
here. For example, “75% of 61 students attained or exceeded the benchmark level.”
This project did not use benchmarks.

6D. Attach a more detailed description or analysis of your results (e.g., rubric scores, trend analyses, etc.)
as an appendix to this document. Appendix attached?
Yes
No
6E. Do the results of this project suggest that academic changes might be beneficial to your students
(changes in curriculum, content, materials, instruction, pedagogy etc.)?
Yes
No
If you answered ‘Yes,’ briefly describe the changes to improve student learning below. If you answered
‘No’, detail why no changes are called for.
Additional instruction in the usage of tooling, additional clarification concerning instructor expectations; potential course timeline/schedule
changes. Also, focusing more on process as opposed to product – that is, teaching how to learn rather than just teaching how to do. In our
industry, there is a great variety of methods, processes, and products, and it is necessary to have the ability to familiarize oneself with these
things, as it is not practical nor even possible to teach every process in school. So the changes made have focused on helping the student
become more adept at self-learning and developing their own skills based on the data and material the is readily available.
As a SAC, it has prompted really good discussions in the areas of student skill development - especially pertaining to process versus product.

If you are planning changes, when will these changes be fully implemented?
The instructor has indicated he will be implementing changes for the Summer 2017 section. When the results of the changes are
seen, the instructor may further affect changes to the course in question.
6F. Has all identifying information been removed from your documents? (Information includes
student/instructor/supervisor names/identification numbers, names of external placement sites, etc.)

Yes

No

7. SAC Response to the Assessment Project Results
7A. Assessment Tools & Processes: Indicate how well each of the following worked for your assessment:
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Tools (rubrics, test items, questionnaires, etc.):
very well

some small proble ms/limitatio ns to fix

notable pro ble ms/limitatio ns to fix

completely ina deq uate/failu re

Please comment briefly on any changes to assessment tools that would lead to more meaningful results if
this assessment were to be repeated (or adapted to another outcome).
No changes required for repeating this in the same course.

Processes (faculty involvement, sampling, norming, inter-rater reliability, etc.):
very well

some small proble ms/limitatio ns to fix

notable pro ble ms/limitatio ns to fix

tools completely in adeq uate/failu re

Please comment briefly on any changes to assessment process that would lead to more meaningful results
if this assessment were to be repeated (or adapted to another outcome):
One faculty member taught the course and performed assessment on student work.

8. Follow-Up Plan
8A. How will the changes detailed in this report be shared with all FT/PT faculty in your SAC?

(sele ct all that

apply)

email
campus mail

phone call
face-to-face meeting

workshop
other

no changes to share
If ‘other,’ please describe briefly below.

8B. Is further collaboration/training required to properly implement the identified changes?
If ‘Yes,’ briefly detail your plan/schedule below.
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8C. Re-assessment is a critical part of the overall assessment process. This is especially important if
academic changes have been implemented. How will you assess the effectiveness of the changes you plan
to make?
follow-up project in next year’s annual report
on-going informal assessment
in a future assessment project

other

If ‘other,’ please describe briefly below.
8D. SACs are learning how to create and manage meaningful assessments in their courses. This
development may require SAC discussion to support the assessment process (e.g., awareness, buy-in,
communication, etc.). Please briefly describe any successful developments within your SAC that support
the quality assessment of student learning. If challenges remain, these can also be shared.
As a part of this assessment project, the majority of the SAC engaged in meaningful, collaborative dialogue that led to active
participation in the projects' design and implementation.
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APPENDIX A: Instructor Narrative
The AMT 212, “Sheet Metal,” course objectives regarding special fasteners is covered
to a “level 2.” This is defined in 14 CFR Part 1471 as having “limited practical
application.” This means that course instruction and project exercises will provide
students with a limited (or less than thorough) understanding of the project or process.
In the course, there are four (4) class projects that deal with special fasteners (#10-13).
As the course progresses, these class projects occur after the fundamental skills
necessary to accomplish them have been taught. At that point, those skills are being
applied in other class projects which are being accomplished to a “level 3” (defined as
having a “high degree of practical application”); students are taught to a level that
allows them to attain full and in-depth understanding of the content, and the projects
and processes help further develop and support that knowledge and understanding.
In order to introduce the special fastener content and projects, and to give students a
chance to accomplish them before the pressure of their final “major” project, these
special fastener projects are scheduled between days 10 and 13 of the 18-day class.
This introduction had always been a considerable interruption and distraction to the
focus and attention being given to the “level 3” projects the students were then
accomplishing. Instruction, via powerpoint, explaining the special fasteners has
historically been met with both low attention and low retention. Students often returned
to the instructor to have the topic re-explained with accompanying demonstrations of
the tooling and process(es). This re-explanation was a challenge for the instructor, as
most of the other students were needing help and guidance on their “level 3” projects.
To help alleviate the tension and provide for a more successful experience with the
special fasteners, the project instruction sheets were modified to direct students to the
presentation and related documents, along with pertinent links and other resources,
which were posted on D2L. The instructor’s expectation of students is that their
professional competence will be developed and expressed by their satisfactory
completion of these special fastener projects. This is in line with industry expectations,
that technicians should be able to familiarize themselves with an understanding of the
special hardware itself, as well as the details and knowledge of the process(es) and
correct use of tooling necessary to successfully utilize these special fasteners.
This new approach was implemented during the class held in Fall term 2016. Students
were advised as to the instructor’s expectations and the necessary details were
1

Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations; this is the title regarding Aeronautics and Space.
Part 147 specifically covers Aviation Maintenance Technician Training Schools
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published in the course calendar. The hardware was distributed to each student in
advance and all related support tooling and information was made available.
The instructor was quickly made aware of one shortcoming when the initial students
performing the first special fastener project failed to gain an understand the tooling and
subsequently used it incorrectly. This tooling is in short supply and is rather expensive;
if not used properly, it could require extra maintenance from the instructor or support
technician and lead to a situation where it would be unavailable for others who would
otherwise be ready to use it.
As a result of the instructional changes made to this class, the instructor found it
necessary to add more detailed information to the project sheet(s) on correctly
following the tooling process(es). It is also necessary for the student to self-assess their
preparation, their process(es), and their results, with an emphasis on professional
competence.
Following the result of multiple AMT SAC discussions, the instructor has further
modified these sheets and plans to implement these additional changes when the
course is next held, in Summer 2017. The SAC looks forward to further evaluation and
discussion during the Fall term. A re-assessment of this project is planned and will be
presented during the next academic year.
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Appendix B: Student score sheets and data analysis
201403

201404

Points
17
Proj #
10
1
15
2
14
3
16
4
16
5
16
6
16
7
15
8
15
9
15
10
15
11
16
12
16
13
17
14
17
15
14
16
15
17
15
avg
15.47
pct
91.0%
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install/remove blind rivets

install/remove hi-shear

install/remove nutplate

install rivnut fastener

install/remove blind rivets

unit 4

install/remove hi-shear

install/remove nutplate

unit 4

install rivnut fastener

Term

17

15

24

24

13

Points
Proj #

10

11

12

13

24

24

1

17

10

24

22

10

17

19

2

17

10

24

24

13

24

24

3

15

10

24

23

15

23

23

4

17

10

24

27

13

24

19

5

16

9

24

28

13

24

23

6

16

10

24

24

13

24

24

7

15

9

21

18

13

24

18

8

17

10

20

22

9

18

18

9

17

10

24

19

13

24

23

10

16

10

21

22

12

22

24

11

16

10

24

24

13

24

24

12

16

10

24

17

13

22

18

13

16

10

24

16

15

24

21

14

17

10

24

17

12

23

17

8

24

23

12

21

19

15

24

24

11

12

12

avg
pct

16.29
95.8%

9.86 23.29 21.64
65.7% 97.0% 90.2%

12.29 22.71 21.24
82.0% 94.6% 88.5%
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201503

201504

Points
Proj #

avg
pct

Points
Proj #

17

15

24

24

10

11

12

13

1

17

14

21

24

1

2

16

14

19

18

2

3

17

15

18

23

3

4

17

15

22

18

4

5

17

15

23

17

5

6

17

15

23

24

6

7

17

15

21

18

7

8

17

15

23

23

9

17

15

22

10

16

15

11

16

15

12

16

13

install/remove blind rivets

20

5

10

10

10

11

12

13

52

20

5

10

10

52

20

5

10

10

20

5

10

10

10

5

10

5

20

5

10

5

52

20

5

10

5

52

20

5

10

10

8

20

5

10

5

23

9

20

5

10

10

24

19

10

52

20

5

10

10

22

20

11

52

20

5

10

10

15

24

22

12

20

5

10

10

17

15

23

19

14

17

15

22

22

15

14

13

16

6

16

17

15

21

23

17

17

15

24

24

18

17

15

24

19

19

17

15

21

18

16.63

14.79

21.74

20.00

97.8%

98.6%

90.6%

83.3%
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avg
pct

52

install/remove hi-shear

install/remove nutplate

Research

install rivnut fastener

install/remove blind rivets

unit 4

install/remove hi-shear

install/remove nutplate

unit 4

install rivnut fastener

Term

52

19.17

5.00

10.00

8.33

95.8%

100.0%

100.0%

83.3%
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201603

201604

Points
Proj #

52

1

41

20

10

10

10

10

11

12

13

Points
Proj #

20

10

5

10

1

2

20

10

10

9

2

3

20

5

10

10

3

4

41

20

10

10

10

4

5

41

20

10

5

5

5

6

20

10

10

5

6

7

42

20

10

10

9

7

8

42

20

10

5

10

8

9

41

20

10

10

7

9

10

41

20

10

10

8

10

11

41

20

10

10

10

11

12

41

20

10

10

10

12

13

41

20

10

10

9

13

14

42

20

10

10

5

14

15

41

15

10

10

5

15

16

41

20

10

10

10

16

avg
pct

19.69
9.69
9.06
8.25
98.4% 96.9% 90.6% 82.5%
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2015-04

Average
By CohortBlind Rivets (Max 10)
Research (Max 52) Install/Rem
Install/RemScore
Install Rivn- Install/Remove
30.33333 19.16667
5
10 8.333333

34
32
30

2016-03

Research

install/rem install/rem install rivnuinstall/remove blind rivets
33.5 19.6875
9.6875
9.0625
8.25

28
26
24

Install/RemInstall/Reminstall rivnuinstall/remove blind rivets
19.16667
10 8.888889 7.666667

2016-04

Research component removed from this cohort.
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8
6
4
2
0
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Install/Remove Nutplate (Max 20)

Install Rivnut Fastener (Max 10)
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2016-04

Install/Remove Hi-Shear (Max 10)
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2015-04

2016-03

Research install/rem install/rem install rivnuinstall/remove blind rivets
0.644231 0.984375 0.96875 0.90625
0.825

2016-04

Install/RemInstall/Reminstall rivnuinstall/remove blind rivets
0.958333
1 0.888889 0.766667

Cohort

Research component removed from this cohort.

1

Average
Score
by Install/Remove
Percentage
Per
Research Install/Rem
Install/Rem
Install Rivn
Blind-Rivets
0.583333 0.958333
1
1 0.833333

0

2015-04

Research
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Install/Remove Nutplate

2016-03

Install/Remove Hi-Shear

2016-04

Install Rivnut Fastener

Install/Remove Blind Rivets
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Appendix C: Instructions & Overview Sheet

OBJECTIVES:
Unit 4
SPECIAL FASTENERS
Objectives, resources, and
required projects

• Be able to determine correct rivet length and
diameter
• Install a hi‐shear type rivet
• Install deicer boot fasteners (Rivnut)
• Install and remove blind‐type rivets
• Install a nutplate

(level 2)

LEVEL 2 requires:
• (a) Knowledge of general principles and
limited practical application.
• (b) Development of sufficient manipulative
skill to perform basic operations.
• (c) Instruction by lecture, demonstration,
discussion, and limited practical application.
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EXPECTATIONS:
• The expectation of the student is that their
professional competence will be developed
and expressed by their satisfactory completion
of the special fastener projects. Industry
expectations are that technicians will be able
to familiarize themselves with details of
special hardware, the details of their process
and the understanding of correct use of
various tooling.
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RESOURCES:
• Airframe Text
• General Textbook

• Standard Handbook
• AC43.13‐1B

chapter 2, pages 2‐39 to 2‐50
pages 8‐6 to 8‐15 special fasteners
pages 8‐24 to 8‐25 (anchor nuts
or “nutplates”)
pages 8‐32 to 8‐34 (cowl
fasteners)
pages 118‐135
paragraph 4‐57(f) and 7‐2(I) & (j)

THINGS YOU SHOULD BE ABLE TO DO
FOR YOUR PRACTICAL TEST:
• Select the correct length and diameter of
special fasteners and properly install them.

REQUIRED PROJECTS:
• Special fastener research.
• Project 10: Install a nutplate using Blind CCR
rivets and use a correct clearance hole.
• Project 11: Install a Hi‐Lok fastener.
• Project 12: Install a Rivnut
• Project 13: Install two Cherry Max rivets and
remove one of those rivets using procedures
outlined in the process manual.
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FAA WRITTEN TEST QUESTIONS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8042
8046
8047
8048
8049
8050
8051
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Class Project Sheets Summer 2016 Revision
Name:

Project 10
Step 1: If the instructor doesn’t provide a specific nutplate, select a nutplate to
install onto your project #7 or #8 using the flush CCR rivets available. Rivets should
be flush when installed.
Step 2: Locate a machine screw that fits the nutplate. Determine the size of the
screw. Circle the size that you selected: (6-32), (8-32), (10-32)
Step 3: If the instructor doesn’t provide specific nutplate jigs, select the correct jig
tool from the box in the drawer of the red tool box in the shop. It is usually best to
refer to the available charts and figures that are located with the box.
Now drill the jig pilot hole,
then drill the two rivet holes.
Step 4: Before riveting the nutplate, enlarge the pilot hole to a larger clearance hole
for the screw. An even larger hole is required if you are installing a “floating” nut
plate.
Step 5: Install the nutplate using blind CCR rivets. The CCR rivets are located in
the same drawer as the jig tooling.
Present it for grading along with this sheet.
Grading criteria:
___ 5 points for following above procedures.
___ 15 points for no defects
Tool marks/Misalignment
Rivets not flush
Clearance hole not big enough
___ 20 points total
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Class Project Sheets Summer 2016 Revision
Name:

Project 11

Step 1. Read the Standard Aircraft Handbook pages 125-135, and 270-273 and the
Airframe textbook.
Step 2. Using the ARMY field manual FM-1-563 for Hi-Shear rivets, answer the
following questions.
1. List some characteristics and advantages of Hi-Shear rivets.

2. What tools could be used to form the collar?
3. Using table 6-60 (not 6-50), what is the hole tolerance for a 3/16 Hi-Shear bolt.
a. Clearance fit
b. Interference fit
4. Can Hi-Shear rivets be driven from either side?
5. Explain three of the ways to remove the Hi-Shear rivet?
___ 5 points for correct answers to above questions.
Now do the project.
Step 3.
Install two Hi-Shear NAS177-6-3 rivets onto a corner of your Project 8 using a total
material thickness of 0.140” to 0.150”. Rivets and collars are located in an upper drawer
of the red tool box. Material coupons are located in the wooden tool cabinet. Ensure
that the countersink is into the thicker material for the rivet head.
Set up the back-riveting plate and the 4X rivet gun. Attach to shop air pressure (120 to
140 psi). Alert the other students that you are about to make some noise. Wait for
them to put on hearing protection.
Remove one rivet using any procedure identified in the reference material. Try not to
damage the skin/structure.
Grading criteria:
___ 5 points for following assembly procedures
___ 5 points for no defects, 3 points for some defects, 0 points for destruction.
___ 15 points total
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Project 12
Install only one Rivnut into any one of your projects 7 or 8 using the procedures outlined
in the process manual.
If the instructor doesn’t specify a Rivnut, you must select from the sizes available in the
wooden tool cabinet.
If the instructor doesn’t provide an installation tool, select the correct puller and keyseater from the tooling available in the tool room or on a reference table in the shop.
You must know the thread size in order to select the correct tooling.
The installation drill size is determined from the process manual by the thread size of the
Rivnut.
Install the Rivnut making sure that the anti-rotation nib is aligned with the key-seater nib.
Be sure that you do not pull on the tool too much. Only pull enough to capture the
Rivnut in place. If you pull too much, the threads will be stripped out from the inside and
the Rivnut will have to be replaced.

Grading criteria:
___ 5 points for following installation procedures
___ 5 points for no defects or damage to the Rivnut threads, 0 points if threads stripped.
___ 10 points total
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Project 13
Install only two universal head nominal diameter Cherry Max rivets into your project 7.
Use the procedures outlined in the current process manual.
If the instructor doesn’t provide the Cherry Max rivets, they are located in the wooden
tool cabinet. Use your grip gage or the process manual to determine the correct length.
Installation tools are hand-operated hydraulic pullers available from the tool room or from
the drawer in the red tool box. Follow the operating instructions for the tooling.
Present your installed rivets to the instructor and explain how they actually conform to
the inspection criteria outlined in the process manual.
Instructor inspection ________
Now remove only one of the rivets using procedures outlined in the process manual.
Instead of using a small center drill, you should use a 1/8 split-point drill. Do not damage
the skin during removal.
Instructor inspection _________

Grading criteria:
___ 5 points for following installation procedures
___ 5 points for no defects or damage to the skin, 0 points for damage.
___ 10 points total
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Project 10, Nutplate
Step 1: If the instructor doesn’t provide a specific nutplate, select a nutplate to install
onto your project #7 or #8 using the flush CCR rivets available. Rivets should be
flush when installed.
Step 2: Locate a machine screw that fits the nutplate. Determine the size of the
screw. Circle the size that you selected: (6-32), (8-32), (10-32)
Step 3: If the instructor doesn’t provide specific nutplate jigs, select the correct jig
tool from the box in the drawer of the red tool box in the shop. It is usually best to
refer to the available charts and figures that are located with the box.
Now drill the jig pilot hole,
then drill the two rivet holes.
Step 4: Before riveting the nutplate, enlarge the pilot hole to a larger clearance hole
for the screw. An even larger hole is required if you are installing a “floating” nut
plate.
Step 5: Install the nutplate using blind CCR rivets. The CCR rivets are located in the
same drawer as the jig tooling.
Present it for grading along with this sheet.
Grading criteria:
___ 5 points for following above procedures.
___ 15 points for no defects
Tool marks/Misalignment
Rivets not flush
Clearance hole not big enough
___ 20 points total
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Project 11, Hi-Loks
View the Hi-Lok document on D2L under Unit 4, Special Fasteners, especially page
30 about the installation steps.
Also refer to the Genuine Aircraft Hardware catalog pages on Hi-Lok pins and
collars.
Drill a 13/64 or #7 hole in your project #8 for the Hi-Lok pin. This would be through
the doubler and skin or plug thickness (0.0126). Don’t use a sloppy hole for this.
Install the collar using your 11/32 six-point box-end wrench and an 5/64 Allen-wrench
tool provided.
Submit your project for grading with this project sheet.

Grading criteria:
___ 10 points total for following assembly procedures
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Project 12, Rivnut
View the Rivnut documents on D2L under Unit 4, Special Fasteners. Also refer to
the Genuine Aircraft Hardware catalog pages on Blind Rivet Nuts or Rivnuts.
Using the Rivnut supplied, install it onto your project #7 or #8 in a place where the
material thickness is at least 0.075 but not more than 0.120.
Drill the hole specified in the process manual. The installation drill size is determined
from the process manual by the thread size of the Rivnut.
Notch the anti-rotation keyway with the key-seater from the tooling available in the
tool room or on a reference table in the shop. You must know the Rivnut thread size
in order to select the correct tooling.
Install the Rivnut with the puller correctly. Install the Rivnut making sure that the
anti-rotation nib is aligned with the key-seater nib. Be sure that you do not pull on
the tool too much. Only pull enough to capture the Rivnut in place. If you pull too
much, the threads will be stripped out from the inside and the Rivnut would have to
be replaced.

Grading criteria:
___ 5 points for following installation procedures
___ 5 points for no defects or damage to the Rivnut threads, 0 points if threads are
stripped and you have to replace the Rivnut.
___ 10 points total
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Project 13, Cherry Max rivets
Go to cherryaerospace.com to review the animations and tutorials that will
help you understand this project.
Install only two universal head, nominal diameter, Cherry Max rivets into
your project 7 at the corners. Use the procedures outlined in the current
process manual. If you are not provided the Cherry Max rivets, get the
correct ones from the inventory is located in a tool cabinet.
You need to know how to use your grip gage and the process manual to
determine the correct length.
Check here to indicate that you know how to use the grip gage
to determine the correct length.
Check here to indicate that you know how to use the process
manual to determine the correct length
Installation tools are hand-operated hydraulic pullers available from the tool
room, from a drawer in the red tool box or they may be on a demonstration
table. Follow the operating instructions in the box for the tooling.
CAUTION: you can jam up the tooling by not following the operating
instructions.
CAUTION: Hold onto the nose of the tool so it will not scrape across
your project when the rivet shank “pops” or breaks when the
installation is complete.
Present your installed rivets to the instructor and explain how they actually
conform to the inspection criteria outlined in the process manual. You will
need the criteria with you to explain it.
Instructor inspection ________
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Now remove only one of the rivets using procedures outlined in the process
manual.
NOTE: To remove most mechanical lock rivets, you may first file a flat
spot on the rivet's center stem. Once this is done, a drill and center
punch is used to punch out the stem so the lock ring can be removed.
With the lock ring removed, you can tap out the remaining stem. Drill
to the depth of the manufactured head, and tap out the remaining
shank. All brands of “mechanical lock” blind rivets are removed using
the same basic technique.
NOTE: Instead of using a small center drill per the process manual (which we
do not have), you should use a 1/8 split-point drill to drill the shank to
release the collar. Do not damage the skin during removal.

Grading criteria:
___ 5 points for following installation procedures
___ 5 points for no defects or damage to the skin, 0 points for damage.
___ 10 points total
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Project 10, Nutplate
Course Outcome: Identify and apply acceptable methods, techniques and practices during the assembly
and repair of aircraft sheetmetal structures.



Follow these steps in order.



View the nutplate documents on D2L under Unit 4, Special Fasteners.



Also refer to the Genuine Aircraft Hardware catalog pages on nutplates and CCR
rivets.



Using the MS21059L3 nutplate provided (for a 10-32 screw), install it onto a corner
of your project #8 using the flush CCR rivets provided. (2pts)



Using one of the specified nutplate jigs, drill the jig pilot hole for the pilot of the jig tool
that you have. (2pts)



Now drill one rivet hole using #41 or #40 drill. Flip over the tool to locate the second
rivet hole. The 3 holes will be in alignment (4pts)



Hand countersink the rivet holes for approximate flushness the CCR rivets. (4pts)



Before riveting the nutplate, enlarge the pilot hole to a larger clearance hole for the
screw that threads into the “floating” nutplate. ¼ inch is adequate. (5pts)



Install the nutplate correctly using “blind” CCR264SS3-02 rivets. Rivets should be
nearly flush when installed. (3pts)



Present it for grading along with this sheet.

Grading criteria:

___ 20 points for following procedures. (70% minimum required for passing project)
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Project 11, Hi-Loks
Course Outcome: Identify and apply acceptable methods, techniques and practices during the assembly
and repair of aircraft sheetmetal structures.



Follow these steps in order.



View the Hi-Lok document on D2L under Unit 4, Special Fasteners, especially page
30 about the installation steps.



Also refer to the Genuine Aircraft Hardware catalog pages on Hi-Lok pins and
collars.



Drill a 13/64 or #7 hole in your project #8 for the Hi-Lok pin. This would be through
the doubler and skin (or plug) for a thickness of 0.126. Don’t use a sloppy hole for
this project. Drill another hole if necessary.



Install the collar onto your pin using your 11/32 six-point box-end wrench and an 5/64
Allen-wrench tool provided.



Submit your project for grading with this project sheet.

Grading criteria:

___ 10 points total for following assembly procedures (70% minimum required for
passing project)
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Project 12, Rivnut
Course Outcome: Identify and apply acceptable methods, techniques and practices during the assembly
and repair of aircraft sheetmetal structures.



Follow these steps in order.



View the Rivnut documents on D2L under Unit 4, Special Fasteners.



Also refer to the Genuine Aircraft Hardware catalog pages on “Blind Rivet Nuts” or
Rivnuts.



Using the Rivnut supplied, install it onto your project #7 in a place where the material
thickness is at least 0.075 but not more than 0.120.



Drill the hole specified in the process manual. The installation drill size is determined
from the process manual by the thread size of the Rivnut.



Notch the anti-rotation keyway with the key-seater from the tooling available in the
tool room or on a reference table in the shop. You must know the Rivnut thread size
in order to select the correct tooling.



Install the Rivnut with the puller correctly. Install the Rivnut making sure that the
anti-rotation nib is aligned with the key-seater nib. Be sure that you do not pull on
the tool too much. Only pull enough to capture the Rivnut in place. If you pull too
much, the threads will be stripped out from the inside and the Rivnut.

Grading criteria:

___ 7 points for following installation procedures

___ 3 points for no defects or damage to the Rivnut threads, 0 points if threads are
stripped. You will not receive another Rivnut if you strip the threads.

___ 10 points total (70% minimum required for passing project)
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Project 13, Cherry Max rivets
Course Outcome: Identify and apply acceptable methods, techniques and practices during the assembly
and repair of aircraft sheetmetal structures.



Follow these steps in order.



Go to cherryaerospace.com to review the animations and tutorials that
will help you understand this project.



Install only two universal head, nominal diameter, Cherry Max rivets into
your project 7 at the corners. Use the procedures outlined in the current
process manual.



You need to know how to use your grip gage and the process manual to
determine the correct rivet length.





Check here to indicate that you know how to use the grip gage to
determine the correct rivet length.



Check here to indicate that you know how to use the process
manual to determine the correct rivet length.

Installation tools are hand-operated hydraulic pullers available from the
tool room, from a drawer in the red tool box or they may be on a
demonstration table. Follow the operating instructions in the box for the
tooling.
CAUTION: you can jam up the tooling by not following the operating
instructions.
CAUTION: Hold onto the nose of the tool so it will not scrape across
your project when the rivet shank “pops” or breaks when the
installation is complete.
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Project 13, Cherry Max rivets


Present your installed rivets to the instructor and explain how they
actually conform to the inspection criteria outlined in the process manual.
You will need the criteria with you as you explain it.
Instructor inspection ________



Now remove only one of the rivets using procedures outlined in the
process manual.
NOTE: To remove most mechanical lock rivets, you may first file a flat
spot on the rivet's center stem. Once this is done, a drill and center
punch is used to punch out the stem so the lock ring can be removed.
With the lock ring removed, you can tap out the remaining stem. Drill
to the depth of the manufactured head, and tap out the remaining
shank. All brands of “mechanical lock” blind rivets are removed using
the same basic technique.
NOTE: Instead of using a small center drill per the process manual
(which we do not have), you should use a 1/8 split-point drill to drill
the steel shank to release the collar. Do not damage the skin during
removal.
If you damage skin on your first removal, you may remove your
second fastener.

Grading criteria:
___ 14 points for following installation procedures
___ 6 points for no damage to the skin, 3 points if the second fastener is
removed without damage.
___ 20 points total (70% minimum required for passing project)
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